SATURDAY, OCTOBER 3RD AT 10:30AM
LOCATION: 1476A US HWY 60 EAST, LEDBETTER, KY 42058 “WATCH FOR SIGNS ON US 60” ACROSS FROM LEDBETTER FIRE DEPT. WE ARE LOCATED JUST 3 MILES FROM PADUCAH
MORE PICTURES CAN BE SEEN AT AUCTIONZIP.COM (AUCTION ID: 10315)

BOAT 16 FT ALUMACRAFT JOP BOAT LOADED. 2013 YAMAHA 4 STROKE 25HP LEAVE NEW STAINLESS PROP. MUST SEE. THIS BOAT TO BELIEVE IT!!! PERFECT FOR BOW FISHING, OPEN FLOOR, LARGE DECK, OPTIMA BATTERIES, ANCHOR WINCH, NICE TRAILER. NEW TIRES & WINCH. ALUCABOND FLOOR WITH NON SKID, NOCO GENIUS ON BOARD CHARGER.

ATV 1998 POLARIS 425 MAGNUM 4WD (LIQUID COOLED) OND OWNER BEEN WELL MAINTAINED RUNS GREAT NO CREEK OR MUDING. 150 MILES ON IT USED ONLY ON TRAIL FOR DEER HUNTING EVERYTHING IT WORKS.

TRAILERS (1) 16-FT DUAL AXLE TRAILER W/HEAVY DUTY REAR RAMPS INCLUDES GORILLA LIFT & TOOL BOX. GOOD TIRES AND FLOOR. (2) CARRY ON 6X10 ENCLOSED TRAILER, TIT FALL, REAR BARN DOORS, NEW TIRES, PULLS GREAT, ALUMINUM RAMPS INCLUDED. SIDE FENCE, LIT DECKS, 3IN BALL, READY FOR THE ROAD.

SCOOTERS PAR 2008 ADLY THUNDERBike 150CC SCOOTERS LIKE NEW. 1 BLACK, 1 RED, 60MPH HIGHWAY. MAINLY USED AT CAMP GROUND. RED ONE HAS 1150 MILES. BLACK ONE HAS 790 MILES.

GUNS (1) REM 700 VTR 308 CAL. W/BOX. CAMO STOCK. TIMNEY TRIGGER. (2) SAVAGE 9117 MTRM THUMBHOLE LAMINATE STAINLESS HEAVY BARREL W/BOX & BUSINESSE SCOPE. (3) RUGER MARK 3 M TWIN 760 CAL. BOLT ACTION RIFLE STAINLESS W/ A NIKON DUCKMASTER 4 X 12 X 40 SCOPE. 19 NEW. (4) REMINGTON 700 7000 243 CAL. ACTION EXCEL. (5) SIG SAUER 716 7.62 Cal. W/ SNIper SCOPE. (6) S&W 15-2 22LR STANDARD MODEL. W/BOX (7) GSG 522 22LR W/ BOX & BUSINESSE SCOPE (8) HOWA MODEL 1500 25-06 CAL. BOLT ACTION W/BOX STEERING SCOPE, & HOGUE STOCK. (9) BENELLI M.1 SUPER 12 gauge SHOTGUN WITH PLENTY OFмагазים, FACTORY DECAL ON SIDE. CELL PHONE CALL OF YOUR HOME, STATE APP. (1) H & K U.SP 40CAL. W/ CARRY CASE, PROTECT LIGHT & LAZER. 2 MAGS. (2) COLT WALTHER MADE IN GERMANY 1911 45 CAL. W/ BOX, 3 MAGS. NEW IN BOX (3) S&W 45 AUTO MOD 1906 REVOLVER IN BOX SPECIAL, 7” BARREL, CONCEALED HAMMER, W/ HARD CASE (4) TAURO MD2 381 REVOLVER GREY IN COLOR ULTRA LIGHT 3” BARREL. 1886 CHL, CONCEALED HAMMER, WARD CASE (5) RUGER 77/45 LIGHT 22LR BLACK BULL BARREL, THREADED BARREL, FLUSS SUPPRESSOR, WILLIAMS HZ 5/8 SIGHTS. HOGUE GRIPS. VERY NICE W/BOX. EXCEL MAGS. BE THE HIGH BIDDER. ALL FEDERAL FIREARM RULES OF YOUR STATE OF RESIDENCE MUST BE FOLLOWED. NO GUNS.

SHOP TOOLS, HUNTING, & FISHING RODS, REELS, AND TONS OF TACKLE LINCOLN PRO BIG T3 G33 W/ GAS & CART. MILLS THUNDERBOLT XL 21275 AMP. RODS. HOOD. EXTENSION CORD INCLUDED. BRAND NEW CAPTAIN HEAD 2000 WATT GENERATOR. WHEEL HOUSE GENERATOR, 10000 WATT GENERATOR. MauGEM. CUTTING TORCH SET W/CART. BOTTLES. GUIGES. 25 TIPS. CLARKS PARTS WASHER W/PUMP 3 LARGE ROLL AROUND TOOL BOXES W/THUTCH BLOCK TOPS. CAMPBELL HAYSFIELD 3 GAL AIR COMPRESSOR. TROY BUILT PRESSURE WASHER 600PSI. 6.5 HP ENGIN. 3150 TON FLOOR JACK. WINER 34 EXTENSION LADDER. GRAY GRADE STEEL LIST W/ NEW 8221.139 16 EXtenSion LADDER. BOUNTY HUNTER TACKER METAL DETECTOR WITH EAR PHONES. 5‘X3’ STEEL WELDING TABLE. WHEELS W/ SIDE MOUNTED, 5 SPEED BENCH DRILL PRESS. CRAFTSMAN 6‘ BENCH GRINDER. BRACE & BIT SET W/2IN METAL OLD ADVERTISING WITH ALL BITS. CRAFTSMAN ROUTER TABLE W/ 1/2 CRAFTSMAN ROUTER. BOSCH 1/2 SAW. BOSCH 7‘ CIRCULAR SAW. 50 PDS OF 3‘ EXTERIOR GRADE TURBO SCREWS. PUMP JACKS W/6 BRACES. AWESOME CROQUET SET. PITCH FORK. DIGGING BAR. 3 MAULS 8,10, 12 LBS. STEEL WEDGES. POST HOLE DIGGER. STIHL 039A SUPER FARM BOSS 18N BAR. CHAIN SAW RUNS 90% GOOD. 4 HOE VELVES, RAKES. DIGGING BAR. ATV SNOW. ATV SLEDGE. FUEL PUMP. CHEMICALS. HUNTING 15 LADDER STAND. CLIMBING DEER STAND. SWIVEL LIMB SEAT. 180 POSITIONS. APP. 12 FLOATING DESSO DECOYS. KENMORE UPRIGHT FREEZER VERY NICE. 66 SMALL Fridge. SIMPLICITY TILLER. BIG ROLL PLASTIC SHEETING 6 MEL. GARDEN 2X4 BOLT. 1600 CRAFTSMAN SOCKET WRENCH SET 3/4 DRIVE. 7/8 1/8 IN HARD CASE LIKE NEW. CRAFTS MAN 10 DR. 1PC METRIC IMPACT SOCKETS. 1PC STANDARD IMPACT SET. 1/2 CRAFTSMAN IMPACT WRENCH. 3/8 CRAFTS MAN IMPACT RATCHET. KOBALT 45 PC MULTI PURPOSE SPRAY GUN KIT LIKE NEW. SCAFFOLD 185 DIWLS W/ WHEELS & BRACING WHEEL BARROW W/ PULL BAR TILL CART. (3) LTFT HEAVY CHAINS W/BOOKS. 2 TOW STRAPS. 2 BOTTLE CATCH AND VARIOUS TRAILER BALLS. ROD STAND & ROOLER. UTILITY LIGHT. 6 HUNTING GROUND BLIND CHAIRS. 1 POP UP CAMP. BLIND. CAMO GROUND BLIND NET 1 LIVE ANIMAL TRAP. VARIOUS SMALL TOOL BOXES. SANDERS. HITACHI 14IN CUT OFF SAW. NEW DWE 14 CUT OFF BLADE. APP. 5000FL POOFING ROOFING NAILS. RUBBER BED MAT FITS FULL SIZE 2000 SLVERADO. CAY MASON THROWS W/ CASE OF PIGEONS. 6 LADDER. 4 LUMBER. 10-10 JET PUMP TOWING KEROSINE HEATER. WIERPOOL Window AC 5000 BTU. KEROSINE FAN HEATER W/ REMOTE. IN BOX. WEATHER SHIELD NH. PANE WINDOWS X 12 PITCH NEVER INSTALLED. ANGLE SANDER. APP. 25 STRING OF UTILITY LIGHTS. STEP STEEL. UTILITY PUMP. DRILL PUMP TOO MANY ITEMS TO LIST WE DON T TEND TO BLOW THE PRICE. EVERYTHING WE TOUCH TURNS TO GOLD. WE INVITE YOU TO COME AND EXPERIENCE THE PERSONAL TOUCH. PLEASE READ ALL RULES CAREFULLY. 1 COMPLETE METRIC BOLT FLOOR

RULES AND REGULATIONS AUCTION HELD INDOORS RAIN, SNOW, SLEET, OR SNOW IF YOU NEED DIRECTIONS PLEASE CALL 370-988-1767 10% BUYER FEE CHARGED ON ALL ITEMS BE THE HIGH BIDDER! NO ITEMS TO BE REMOVED FROM WEST KY AUCTION HOUSE UNLESS PAID FOR IN FULL. PAYMENT ACCEPTED IN CASH OR GOOD CHECK ONLY. NO OUT OF STATE CHECKS ACCEPTED, NO CREDIT OR DEBIT CARDS ACCEPTED. NO SMOKEING FACILITY. 4% KY SALES TAX CHARGED ON ALL BID. MUST HAVE A VALID DRIVERS LIC TO REGISTER ALL ITEMS TO BE SOLD AS IT IS, NO GUARANTEES. ANNOUNCEMENTS DAY OF SALE TAKE PRECEDENCE OVER ALL ADVERTISING WE APPRECIATE YOU COMING IN FULL AND LEAVING IN GOOD CONDITION, IF ANYTHING IS LEFT BEHIND IT WILL BE CONSIDERED A FEE CHARGED. MONDAY NO OUT OF STATE CHECKS, NO EXCEPTIONS. ANY ITEMS PAID FOR BY CHECK REMAIN IN JASON PARR THE AUCTIONEER POSSESSION UNTIL CHECK CLEAR. NO EXCEPTIONS UNLESS CASH IS PAID, ALL ITEMS BEING SOLD. NO EXHIBITING OR STOCKING ITEMS IN THE AUCTION SITE WITHOUT PRIOR APPROVAL FROM THE PROFESSIONAL AUCTION COMPANY WE STRIVE FOR SUCCESS. NO CONCEALED WEAPONS ALLOWED ON THE PREMISES. GOD BLESS THE USA. AUCTION DOORS WILL OPEN AT 9:45 AM AUCTION WILL BEGIN APPR. 10-30AM PLEASE BE PATIENT, THANKYOU.